Inertial navigation system (INS) measures vehicle's angular rate and acceleration by orthogonally mounted tri-axis gyroscopes and accelerometers and then calculates the vehicle's real-time attitude, velocity, and position. Gyroscope drifts and accelerometer biases are the key factors that affect the navigation accuracy. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the influence of gyroscope drifts and accelerometer biases can be restrained greatly in rotation INS (RINS) by driving the inertial measurement unit (IMU) rotating regularly, thus improving navigation accuracy significantly. High accuracy in position and velocity should be matched with that in attitude theoretically since INS is based on dead reckoning. However, the marine and vehicle experiments show that short-term attitude output accuracy of RINS is even worse compared with that of nonrotation INS. The loss of attitude accuracy has serious impacts on many task systems where high attitude accuracy is required. This paper researched the principle of attitude output accuracy loss in RINS and then proposed a new attitude output accuracy improvement algorithm for RINS. Experiment results show that the proposed attitude compensation method can improve short-term pitch and roll output accuracy from 20∼30 arc seconds to less than 5 arc seconds and azimuth output accuracy improved from 2∼3 arc minutes to less than 0.5 arc minutes in RINS.
Introduction
Inertial navigation systems (INS) employ inertial sensors (gyroscopes and accelerometers) to establish an inertial platform for measuring vehicle's angular rate and acceleration and then calculate vehicle's attitude, velocity, and position based on dead reckoning principle. Traditional inertial platforms are usually constructed physically by three gimbals at least to isolate vehicle's angular motion. With the development of technology, inertial platform INS is replaced by strapdown INS gradually, in which the inertial sensors are fixed along body axes and the physical platform is constructed mathematically by the attitude transformation matrix. Strapdown configurations could reduce system cost and increase system reliability greatly compared with physical platform INS, while, in both physical platform system and strapdown system, position errors accumulate with time because of gyroscope drifts and accelerometer biases. However, if the inertial measurement unit (IMU) is forced to rotate along given axes regularly, gyroscopes drifts and accelerometer bias errors can be modulated from constant to periodically varying components, thus attenuating system errors prominently.
Research on rotation INS (RINS) has been carried out in the past. Pioneering research was presented by Geller in 1968, which described an inertial platform INS with continuous platform rotation relative to the local geodetic frame [1] . Laser gyroscopes applied to RINS emerged from the 1980s [2, 3] . A laser gyroscope RINS with discontinuous rotation was proposed by San Giovanni Jr. and Levinson in 1981 [4] . In 2004, Yang and Miao analyzed single-axis continuous rotation INS based on fiber-optic gyroscopes [5] . In 2007, Ishibashi et al. proved that position accuracy would acquire great improvement by driving INS rotate continuously on a turntable during alignment and navigation [6, 7] . Dualaxis RINS was brought out to solve the defects that vertical axis inertial sensors errors cannot be restrained in singleaxis RINS [8, 9] . In dual-axis RINS, whether it is based on continuous rotation scheme [10] or consequential rotation scheme [11] , inertial sensor errors along three directions can be restricted simultaneously. Besides, the USA has started the IFOG strategic nuclear submarine plan and expected to manufacture the first tri-axis RINS system in 2010 [12] . The tri-axis RINS system is designed with three-axis continuous rotation scheme [13] and can compensate the scale factor error of sensors, installation axis instability, gyroscope drifts, and so forth. These papers demonstrate that RINS has been widely researched and has huge prospect for improving INS navigation accuracy. However, most research on RINS aims at velocity and position accuracy improvement, which is also verified by RINS experimental results in this paper. But it should be noticed that RINS experimental results also show that short-term attitude output accuracy of RINS gets even worse compared with that of nonrotation INS. In some airborne, shipborne, or land vehicles applications, high accuracy attitude information output is more crucial for some task systems and loss of attitude accuracy will lead to serious consequences. Since INS is based on dead reckoning principle, high accuracy in position and velocity should be matched with attitude accuracy. This paper researched the reasons that caused the loss of RINS attitude output accuracy and then presented the corresponding attitude accuracy improvement algorithm. Section 2 described the RINS system configuration and analyzed errors restraint principle and preliminary experiment results. Section 3 presented RINS attitude update algorithm and researched the possible reasons of attitude output accuracy loss. Section 4 proposed the designed RINS attitude compensation algorithm and presented the experimental verification results. Conclusions were drawn in Section 5.
RINS Error Restraint Analysis and Experiment Verification

RINS Error Restraint Analysis.
The system structure of the experimental RINS is shown in Figure 1 . The IMU mainly includes three Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLG) and three quartz accelerometers. The torque motor drives IMU to rotate along the vertical body axis bidirectionally and an angular encoder is fixed to provide rotation angle relative to the body frame. Figure 2 : Frame definition. Table 1 shows the main components' specification of the experimental RINS.
The proposed encoder provides digital output of 20000 pulses per 360 ∘ rotation, and the resolution is 1.08 /pulse. The experimental RINS takes the scheme of bidirectionally continuous rotation, and the rotation period is 1050 s. Considering IMU rotation, the experimental RINS involves a new frame named inertial sensing frame ( frame, O-x s y s z s ). As is shown in Figure 2 , frame refers to the rotation frame, which varies with the change of inertial sensors' pointing direction in real time. The body frame ( frame, O-x b y b z b , right-forward-upward) is defined the same as frame when rotation angle is zero.
The errors restraint principle of RINS can be explained by the following analysis. At time , the angular rate and specific force output of the gyroscopes and accelerometers are
where and denote ideal gyroscopes and accelerometers outputs along frame.
denotes the coordinatetransformation matrix between frame and frame. , , are gyroscope drifts and ∇ , ∇ , ∇ are accelerometer biases.
= [0 0 ] represents rotation rate projected on frame. Afterwards, the angular rate and the specific force in body frame can be obtained by the following equations: 
where denotes the rotation angle between frame and frame provided by the encoder. If the rotation rate of IMU is ideal, the rotation angle equals during forward rotation and − during reverse rotation. In traditional strapdown INS, constant inertial sensor errors (gyro drifts and accelerometer biases) in frame are the main contributor to INS positioning error, while in RINS inertial sensor errors turn into periodical components. Then after dead reckoning calculation, attitude errors, horizontal velocity errors, and horizontal position errors caused by gyroscope drifts and accelerometer biases can be modulated, so navigation errors in RINS are no longer accumulated with time and navigation accuracy could achieve great improvement.
RINS Experimental Verification Results.
In order to compare the error restraint effect brought about by IMU rotation, the experimental RINS can be transformed into traditional strapdown INS by locking the torque motor rotation axis while navigation algorithm remains unchanged. Under the same working condition, comparative experiments are conducted in both rotation and strapdown mode which last 4200 s (4 bidirectional rotation periods). The proposed RINS prototype and associated experimental equipment and their connections are shown in Figure 3 . The RINS prototype is mounted on a dual-axis turntable; the experimental data are collected by a laptop.
Experimental results are given as follows: Figure 4 shows horizontal position errors, Figure 5 shows horizontal velocity errors, and Figure 6 shows attitude errors. The dashed curve represents strapdown results, and the solid curve represents rotation results.
In Figures 4 and 5, E is short for east and N is short for north. The maximum of horizontal positioning error in the strapdown mode is 1500 m during experiment while maximum positioning error is only 160 m in rotation mode, which means that positioning accuracy is improved nearly 10 times in RINS. The maximum of horizontal velocity error in the strapdown mode is 1.5 m/s while maximum velocity error in rotation mode is less than 0.3 m/s. It means velocity accuracy is improved about 5 times. Thus, it can be seen that, by driving IMU rotation bidirectionally, horizontal position and velocity accuracy are improved obviously in RINS.
The attitude outputs during comparative experiment are given in Figure 6 . It can be seen that, in strapdown mode, attitude error changes slowly during experiment and it shows good stability in short term (several minutes). The relatively long-term periodical varying components in pitch and roll errors are Schuler oscillations (84.4 min period). However, in rotation mode, attitude errors become more complicated. Pitch and roll errors are stable on the general trend during the whole 70-minute experiment. The mean value of attitude errors in every rotation period is nearly the same. It is hard to see Schuler oscillations in the error curve because most of horizontal inertial sensor errors have been attenuated by IMU rotation; thus Schuler oscillations amplitude is small. However, the short-term periodical fluctuation arises in attitude outputs with oscillations amplitude of 20∼30 arc seconds in pitch and roll errors and 2∼3 arc minutes in azimuth errors. Compared to strapdown mode, position and velocity accuracy in RINS increased greatly but attitude errors fail to reach the same accuracy in short term (even get worse), let alone improvement by IMU rotation. But for some airborne, shipborne, or land vehicle task systems, not only is high accuracy positioning and velocity reference needed, but also high accuracy attitude reference is important. Error fluctuation of 20 arc seconds in pitch and roll output and error fluctuation of 2 arc minutes in azimuth output will have seriously negative effect on their performance. However, according to theoretical analysis mentioned in Section 2, high accuracy in position and velocity should be matched with high attitude accuracy since INS is based on dead reckoning principle. Therefore, it is very necessary to analyze causes of the attitude output fluctuation errors and to find solutions to improve short-term attitude accuracy in RINS.
Analysis of Attitude Output
Accuracy in RINS
Attitude Update Algorithm in RINS.
The body's attitude in INS can be described by transformation matrix from frame to frame (navigation frame) through attitude matrix . In strapdown INS configuration, is calculated directly from rotation vector by quaternion attitude updating algorithm. However, in RINS configuration, attitude matrix should be updated beforehand (the update process of matrix is the same as that of in strapdown INS); then can be acquired according to the following equation:
The matrix is the transformation matrix from frame to frame and is given as follows:
where is the rotation angle provided by encoder.
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If all the updating processes above are ideal, attitude output in RINS should present high accuracy and should not contain short-term error fluctuation. As a matter of fact, in RINS, updating matrix is calculated from rotation vector by quaternion attitude updating algorithm, which is the same as in strapdown INS; thus it is accurate enough. Consequently, the most possible cause of RINS short-term attitude output accuracy loss is transformation process from attitude matrix to , that is to say, matrix . In actual RINS, the encoder output errors, installation eccentricity of encoder, and noncoaxial rotation of IMU can cause rotation angle containing periodical output angle errors [14] , which lead to azimuth output fluctuation in RINS. Besides, if the axis O-z s does not coincide with the rotation axis O-z b all the time, the rotation angular rate will have projection along horizontal axes O-x s and O-y s . Thus, undesirable influences will be attached to the transformation matrix , which will result in error fluctuation on pitch and roll output. The detailed analysis will be given as follows.
Analysis of Azimuth Output Error in RINS.
Equation (5) indicates that the rotation angle will have effect on the accuracy of matrix . Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the rotation angle provided by the encoder first. In order to obtain the encoder angle errors, the angle integrated by output angular rate of gyroscope is used. However, output of gyroscope contains not only rotation angular rate , but also gyroscope drift and the upward component of earth rotation angular rate sin . The sign of IMU rotation rate is opposite during forward and reverse rotation. Then the gyroscope outputs are given as
where subscript denotes forward rotation and denotes reverse rotation. If we define as sin + = ( + )/2, then the angle integrated by output angular rate of gyroscope during IMU rotation can be calculated according to (7) , which will be a reference for encoder angle output. Consider Figure 7 shows actual experimental data of encoder angle outputs and Figure 8 is acquired when subtracting encoder angle from the integrated angle of gyroscope . It can be seen from the two figures that encoder angle error (define as ) presents obvious repeatability during 4 bidirectional rotation periods, and the fluctuations are axial symmetry about forward and reverse rotation in a separate bidirectional period.
presents periodical fluctuation with the same period as IMU rotation, and the fluctuation amplitude is 1∼ 2 arc minutes. It presents the same property as azimuth error in Figure 6 and can be compensated; afterwards, short-term azimuth output accuracy would be greatly improved. 
Analysis of Pitch and Roll Output Error in RINS.
The expression of matrix in (5) is obtained based on ideal rotation; namely, the axes of O-x s and O-y s stay in a fixed plane during rotation. However, in fact, irregular rotation is hard to avoid and the rotation plane would change in different positions. The difference between actual rotation and ideal rotation should be analyzed in detail. be standard sine or cosine form with the same period as IMU rotation, and the amplitude is determined by initial pitch and roll of the rotation plane. However, due to the fluctuation of rotation plane in actual situation, the projection of acceleration of gravity on horizontal accelerometers will bring about irregular variation, and the deviation between the rotation plane and the fixed plane can be represented by irregular variation in horizontal accelerometers. Figure 10 shows the original output of two horizontal accelerometers in actual experiments. In order to obtain the irregular rotation components, firstly, the projection of acceleration of gravity caused by pitch and roll should be deducted from the horizontal accelerometers according to
where 0 , 0 are initial pitch and roll acquired by the alignment process in RINS. Figure 11 shows the residual components of horizontal accelerometers during the experiment. Both horizontal accelerometers residual components mainly represent second harmonic frequency related to the rotation period and show good repeatability during 4 bidirectional rotation periods. In a single bidirectional period, the fluctuations on the horizontal accelerometers are also axial symmetry. The fluctuation amplitude is about 150 g, which means the maximum deviation between the rotation plane and the fixed plane is about 30 arc seconds, and it coincides with the amplitude of pitch and roll output fluctuation in Figure 6 .
The residuals of horizontal accelerometers can be transformed into deviation angles between the rotation plane and the fixed plane, which are defined as , , as shown in Figure 9 (right), and are given as follows:
To compensate influence caused by , , another coordinate frame should be defined in the proposed RINS to distinguish actual irregular rotation from ideal rotation. The ideal rotation frame is named as frame, whose O-axis is coinciding with O-z b axis all the time. The previous frame is the actual rotation frame representing the instantaneous rotation frame, and it fluctuates around the ideal fixed plane. Taking into consideration irregular rotation, attitude matrix obtained by (6) should be described as . The transformation matrix from s frame to frame can be acquired by , and then the output attitude matrix can be updated by = .
(10) Figure 12 shows the relationship between s frame and frame. The transformation matrix can be obtained by two Euler angle rotations according to Since deviation angles , between frame and frame are small, the matrix can be simplified as follows: 
RINS Attitude Error Compensation and Experimental Verification
According to the previous analysis, both encoder angle errors and axis irregular rotation can be corrected, and then RINS attitude error fluctuation can be mostly compensated, thus improving short-term attitude output accuracy.
Azimuth Output Correction Experimental Results in RINS.
It can be seen in Figure 8 that is axial symmetry about forward and reverse rotation; thus it is closely related to encoder angle , and the relationship between and is shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 indicates that the fluctuation of presents fundamental frequency with respect to the rotation angle. Consequently, the error variation can be compensated through data fitting by the mathematical model given in
Use to denote state variable, where = [ 0 1 2 ] , and then the coefficients 0 , 1 , 2 can be acquired through least square fitting algorithm by the following measurements equation: 
= − (
where denotes the encoder angle to be compensated. Figure 14 shows the fitting residuals of encoder angle errors and it is less than 20 . Then the transformation matrix can be calculated by instead of . The azimuth output correction results and comparisons are shown in Figure 15 .
It can be seen from Figure 15 that, after azimuth output correction, the peak-to-peak azimuth errors decreased from 2∼3 arc minutes to less than 0.5 arc minutes, which is improved nearly 5 times, and it means the short-term azimuth output accuracy achieves significantly improvement.
Pitch and Roll Compensation Results in RINS.
The actual experimental data also show that, being similar to encoder angle errors, the derivation angles , acquired by residuals of horizontal accelerometers are axial symmetry with respect to encoder angle , which are shown in Figure 16 , and they can be used to correct and compensate pitch and roll output. From Figure 16 , it can be seen that the fluctuation of , mainly presents second harmonic frequency with respect to rotation period. Consequently, it can be modeled by (16), and the coefficients estimation results are shown in Table 2 . Consider = 1 sin + 1 cos + 2 sin 2 + 2 cos 2 ,
(16) Figure 17 shows the fitting residuals of , and they are less than 5 . Then the transformation matrix can be calculated according to (10) and (11) . Thus the pitch and roll output compensation results can be acquired, as shown in Figure 18 .
Conclusions can be drawn from Figure 18 that, after pitch and roll output compensation, the peak-to-peak pitch and roll errors decreased from 20∼30 arc seconds to less than 5 arc seconds, which is improved nearly 5 times. It is proved that the proposed output compensation algorithm for pitch and roll is valid, and the pitch and roll short-term output accuracy is improved obviously.
However, it is worth mentioning that the compensation algorithm here is not only suitable for single-axis rotation RINS. For dual-axis and tri-axis RINS, it is inevitable to have encoder installation eccentricity and other mentioned problems; meanwhile, the irregular rotation is hard to avoid as well; consequently, the analysis and attitude compensation and correction algorithm presented in this paper are also suitable for other types of RINS.
Conclusion
This paper researched the attitude output accuracy improvement in rotation RINS. Comparative experiment results indicate that velocity and position accuracy gains great improvement in rotation mode, while attitude accuracy is even worse than that in strapdown mode. The reasons that cause attitude output accuracy loss are analyzed, and then a new attitude output compensation algorithm for RINS is presented. The experimental results proved validity of the proposed attitude correction and compensation algorithm, with short-term pitch and roll output accuracy improved from 20∼30 arc seconds to less than 5 arc seconds and azimuth output accuracy improved from 2∼3 arc minutes to less than 0.5 arc minutes.
According to dead reckoning principle, high accuracy in velocity and position should be matched with high attitude accuracy. The proposed compensation algorithm in this paper solved the problem of attitude accuracy loss of RINS in practical applications, which is significant for many task systems where attitude accuracy is urgently required. In addition, the proposed compensation algorithm is a general method; it is not only suitable for single-axis RINS, but it can also be used to improve short-term attitude output accuracy in dual-axis and tri-axis RINS.
